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High capacity and high productivity...
Folding Speeds up to 240 sheets/min. 

Automatic Setup with Simple Operation

Does not require advanced operator skills for 
setup. Each section is automatically set by 
selecting sheet size and fold pattern using the 
operation panel. Siz standard fold patterns are 
available at the press of a button.

High-speed Folding - 240 sheets/min

Even high volume direct mail jobs or urgent 
jobs handled with high productivity at maximum 
production speeds of 240 sheets per minute 
(A4/8.5” x 11” - single fold).

Short Make-ready

Setup time is reduced dramatically and accur-
ancy of the setup is improved with an accurate 
stepper motor.

4 Speed Modes:
Silent Mode
Standard Mode
High Speed Mode
Ultrahigh Speed Mode

The PF-P3200 is equipped with a high capacity
feed table (550 sheets of 64 gsm can be 
loaded) to minimize sheet loading. The bin up/
down motor enables fine bin control for consis-
tent feeding.

Equipped with a user friendly operation panel 
that makes understanding operating procedures 
very simple.

Additional special sheete sizes and fold patterns 
can be set using the ten keys in the extension 
panel. Up to 8 jobs can be memorized for 
instant recall.

Folded sheets are neatly stacked on the delivery 
conveyor for easy job handling. 

Cleaning or replacement of the folding rollers is 
quick an deasy to perform, without any special 
tools. 

The PF-P3200 is equipped with five folding roll-
ers for reliable sheet transportation and consis-
tent folding quality. Drawings can be placed 
face down on the feed table, and the folded 
drawings will be delivered in numerical order.

The standard mode helps to reduce electrostatic 
issues that can be found in digitally printed 
sheets or during the winter. 

Complicated fold patterns such as DL fold and 
8-page fold are available. Cross folds can be 
performed easily using the roller for cross fold-
ing (standard accessory). 


